
1. Integers 

Order Of Operation Use integers to complete 

Basic operations Operations.  To supervise/fellow 

Word problems workers for that particular 

Calculator Operations operation and assist when needed. 

Personal/Business Finance  

Order Of Operation Use integer to complete 

Basic operations assigned operation 

Word problems independently, within given 

Calculator Operations parameters. 

Personal/Business Finance  

Order Of Operation Use integers to complete 

Basic operations assigned operations 

Word problems independently, with supervisor 

Calculator Operations checking specific parameters for 

Personal/Business Finance that particular operation. 

2. Fractions, Decimals, and Percent 

Basic operations decimals Accurately use fractions, decimals, 

Basic operations fractions and percents to supervise/assist 

Conversions fellow workers to complete a 

Estimations particular operation. 

Applications (Personal/business  

finance)  

Basic operations decimals Accurately use fractions, 

Basic operations fractions decimals, and percents to 

Conversions complete assigned operations, 

Estimations independently, within given 

Applications (Personal/business parameters for that particular 

finance) operation. 

Basic operations decimals Accurately use fractions, 

Basic operations fractions decimals, and percents to 

Conversions complete assigned operations, 

Estimations independently, with supervisor 

Applications (Personal/business checking specific parameters, for 

finance) that particular operation. 

3. Ration and Proportion   

Write and interpret Accurately use ratio and 

Basic operations proportion to complete assigned 

Applications operations, independently, 

Calculator within given parameters for that 

particular operation. 

Write and interpret Accurately use ratios and 

Basic operations proportions to complete 

Applications  

Calculator  

4. Units of Measure 

Conversion within systems Accurately use various forms of 



 

 

 

Conversion between systems 

Reading tools between systems 

Reading tools of measurement 

Measurement 

Accuracy, precision, tolerance 

Estimation 

measurement to supervise/assist 

fellow workers to complete assigned 

operations. 

 

Conversion within systems 

Conversion between systems 

Reading tools between systems 

Reading tools of measurement 

Measurement 

Accuracy, precision, tolerance 

Estimation 

Accurately use various forms of 

measurement to complete assigned 

operations, independently, within 

given parameters for the assigned 

operation. 

 

Conversion within systems 

Conversion between systems 

Reading tools between systems 

Reading tools of measurement 

Measurement 

Accuracy, precision, tolerance 

Estimation 

Accurately use various forms of 

measurement to complete assigned 

operations, independently with 

supervisor checking specific 

parameters, for that assigned 

operation. 


